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SUMMARY

Based in Oxford, MS, I am a skilled software developer with experience in developing various web-based projects using multiple
languages and frameworks. My previous customer service roles have provided me with valuable skills in communication, problem-
solving, and multitasking that I can effectively apply to my work in software development. Continuously seeking growth and
improvement, I am eager to explore new technologies and enhance my abilities as a software developer.

Cloud Computing, CSS, Django, Git, HTML, Java, Javascript, Python, Rust, Spring, SQL

SKILLS

EDUCATION

Base Camp Coding Academy, Water Valley MS June 2022  - Current
Completed intensive, 11-month coding bootcamp designed for high school graduates who earned a scholarship to the program.
Organized students and communicated plans as spokesperson
Taught programming to middle school students as an active participant in Base Camp After School program.

Hernando High School, Hernando MS Aug. 2018  - May 2022
Career & Technical endorsement
Academic endorsement

PROJECTS

JSON Trivia Winter 2022  - Winter 2022
JSON trivia is a JavaScript program that creates a quiz by fetching trivia questions from the Open Trivia Database API based on the
user's selected category and difficulty level using Javascript / HTML / CSS.

Task Assignment Program Winter 2022  - Spring 2023
As a personal project, I developed a chore management system using Rust that was designed to effectively manage tasks for
different groups of people. The system included a random task assignment feature that utilized lists to ensure fairness.

Repli Winter 2022  - Winter 2022
A full-featured web application that allows users to create a profile, edit their profile information, and send messages to other users
using Django / Python / HTML / CSS.

CERTIFICATIONS

AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner, Amazon Web Services Mar. 2023
Cloud computing concepts and best practices, such as scalability and elasticity.

MTA: Networking Fundamentals, Microsoft Apr. 2021
The certification also covers network troubleshooting and maintenance, as well as network management tools and best practices.

TestOut Network Pro CertificationTestOut May 2021
Topics covered include TCP/IP protocols and services, network security, and troubleshooting network connectivity and performance
issues.

EMPLOYMENT

The Home Depot, Freight Associate, Oxford, MS Dec. 2022  - Current
Received Employee of the Month award in March 2023 for exceptional performance and collaboration with team members.

Helen of Troy, Clerk, Horn Lake, MS May 2021  - Apr. 2022
Excelled in communication, problem-solving and multitasking in a distribution center setting.
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